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1 - Game Concept
1.0 - Introduction

D.R.D Flag

Figure 1.0a

Flag Beacon

Figure 1.0b

In the distant future, planet Earth is ruled by a one world government known as the
Democratic Republic of Democracy. Their flag can be seen in Figure 1.0a. The D.R.D explores
the galaxy, searching for new planets to colonize. Their ultimate goal is to bring democracy to
the stars.
In order to achieve their goal, the DRD has developed an experimental vehicle for
exploration and combat in the harsh environments unexplored planets may offer. This marvel of
engineering is known as the Democratic All-Terrain Super Turbo Tank Plane. This vehicle is
capable of transforming between a flight mode for space travel, and a tank mode for planetary
excursions. The DATSTTP is so advanced that it requires a team of two pilots to operate
effectively.
A science officer is tasked with piloting the vehicle, and harnessing its powerful
excavation tools. A military officer is responsible for operating the weapons tower on the back of
the craft with a varied assortment of ranged weapons at their disposal. These teams survey
newly discovered planets for the D.R.D. When a suitable planet is found for colonization, the
team plants a high tech flag beacon, seen in F
 igure 1.0b, on the planet surface. This beacon
scans the planet, and sends coordinates to the D.R.D fleet, which is prepped and ready for
colonization to begin.
Two players will take on these roles. One controls Chris, the military officer, a
headstrong female lieutenant in the D.R.D. army. The second player controls Columbus, a timid
physicist serving as the science officer. They find themselves on a new planet known as
Igneous Prime. Finding it suitable for colonization, the team plants their flag beacon and prepare
to depart from the seemingly uninhabited planet. They realize their folly too late as a gigantic
alien creature, made up of the rock of the planet itself, rises from the rubble, with the team’s flag
beacon lodged squarely in its head. The creature smashes the ground and sends the ship
falling down into a cave system below. If Chris and Columbus can’t get their beacon back, the
fleet won't be signalled and the planet can’t be claimed in the name of democracy!
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1.1 Genre
D.I.B.S. is a unique take on the top down, twin stick shooter genre. Gameplay is
presented from a top down angle, giving a wide view of players’ surroundings. The player
vehicle is always locked in the center of the camera, which follows it everywhere the players
take it. The challenge and gameplay is heavily focused on combating the game’s array of
enemies and the boss, lovingly nicknamed “Thumper” by Chris, with melee and ranged
weaponry. There is a focus on quick reaction time when shooting and dodging enemies. Waves
of enemies spawn to attack the player, with large numbers of them being on the screen at a
time.
The main feature that makes it stand out from other twin stick shooters is the heavy
focus on cooperative gameplay. The first player has full control over the vehicle's motion and
may steer it in any direction. This player can also engage in melee combat in the direction they
are currently facing. The second player is responsible for using a collection of ranged weapons
and is able to aim them in any direction 360 degrees around the ship in a typical twin stick
shooter fashion.
D.I.B.S. tells an over the top, science fiction story taking place in a comical version of the
far future. It explores the ideas of space travel, planetary exploration and life on other planets in
a lighthearted tone. The story also takes a comically exaggerated approach to our political
system and what it might be like in the far future.
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1.2 - Gameplay Concept

Mockup Screenshot

Figure 1.2a

The gameplay in D.I.B.S. takes the form of fast paced co-op action with focus on unique
combat and team gameplay mechanics. Teams of two players take on the challenge of piloting
a single powerful vehicle seen in the bottom center of Figure 1.2a. The first player is responsible
for piloting the ship around each stage and using an assortment of melee weapons to combat
enemies. The second player has control of a rotating gun tower on top of the vehicle; they will
utilize an assortment of ranged weapons to combat the alien threat. The players must work
together to navigate Igneous Prime and retrieve their flag beacon from the massive rock alien.
D.I.B.S. features a heavy focus on player cooperation. Unlike many other co-op games
the two player team will need to communicate with each other and work together closely to
succeed. Chris and Columbus will chase after and combat  thumper across three stages,
avoiding the planet’s hazards and fighting hordes of the t humper’s minions along the way. In
each of the three stages thumper will attack the players with a unique strategy. In addition to the
boss “Thumper”, new enemy types will be introduced to the game in each stage such as the
Lava Monsters, Living Trees, and Crystal Turtles. These enemy types are tied to an
environmental element of the stage, Lava, Crystalline shielding, binding roots, which all require
cooperation to surmount. Between each stage is a transition zone where the players will be
faced with an environmental obstacle. Learning how to overcome these obstacles will aid them
in the following level when facing the newly introduced enemy.
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2 - Style
2.0 - Look

Tank Mode

Figure 2.0a

D.I.B.S. is a fully 3D game that takes a vibrant and colorful approach to its artstyle. In
general all the character models are designed with a low poly, cartoony look to them as seen in
Figure 2.0a. This allows the game to run smooth with many enemies on the screen at once.
This low poly approach also works well from the top down perspective. Since the characters in
the game are smaller on the screen the focus is on simple, recognizable silhouettes with
exaggerated cartoony features. All of the NPCs and the player vehicle are designed to stand out
and be easily identified by the players. The goal of the design of the character models is to
create unique and recognizable designs without sacrificing performance.
The human technology, including the ship and the flag beacon, has a utilitarian
mechanical aesthetic compared to the other assets, as seen in Figure 2.0a. The human assets
also follow the red, white and blue color scheme presented on the D.R.D. flag. These assets
should stand out against the natural look of the alien planet and characters. The user interface
is designed to resemble what the view from the ship's cockpit would look like. The bullet fire and
melee impacts will be achieved by using bright and flashy particle effects that stand out. This
will allow the players to keep track of what they are doing amidst the hectic action.
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Igneous Prime

Figure 2.0b

The Alien enemy units are all created from the environment of the planet, Igneous Prime
itself, seen in Figure 2.0b. They have a natural look with no straight lines or man made
elements. The have elements of rock, lava, and plantlife featured in their designs. In addition,
each enemy has an environmental element that they are specifically tied to. This pushes the
idea that they are a part of the planet itself. The animations of enemy attacks and deaths are
very exaggerated and obvious so the players can easily tell what is going on. In addition the
enemies will drop bright health orbs that are easy to notice.
The landscape of Igneous Prime is colorful and otherworldly. The stages are lit mainly
from sources of environmental light such as lava, glowing crystal, and luminescent plants as
showcased in Figure 2.0b. The plant life itself is large and prehistoric looking. The stages will
look very alien and contrast the human ship and other designs drastically. The stages are also
themed according to the enemy introduced in them, corresponding to the element that the
enemy is created from.
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2.1 - Feel

DATSTTP Flight Mode

Figure 2.1a

Figure 2.1a shows the DATSTTP in flight mode. The wings of the craft are adorned with
the flag of the D.R.D. The color scheme is reminiscent of the flag as well. Players should feel a
sense that the craft is slick and useful when they play.
When controlling the player vehicle in D.I.B.S. the team should feel powerful above all
else. The tank will move around the stage quickly and fluidly. The vehicle should feel fast and
maneuverable, as opposed to feeling like a hinderance. The game's difficulty will come from the
enemy’s movements as opposed to a hard to maneuver vehicle. The player on top will feel like
they have a useful array of weaponry, handy for multiple situations. Each weapon will be unique
and useful as opposed to having a weapon that becomes obsolete. The weaponry will have
stunning visual effects and satisfying impacts.
When working together well the team should feel like they are a powerful force to be
reckoned with. On the other hand if the players fail to communicate and work together they
should feel almost powerless against the game's challenges. When a team overcomes the
challenges of the game they should feel a sense of accomplishment and be happy with their
teamwork.
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3 Technical Info
3.0 - Feature Set
Below is a list of the prime features of the game:
● Explore a breathtaking and otherworldly alien planet called Igneous Prime, with a rich
and detailed environment beautifully realized in a vibrant cartoon aesthetic.
● Rampage across this beautiful planet to retrieve your flag beacon, defeat a mighty baddy
and claim Igneous Prime in the name of Democracy.
● Two Players must work together to pilot a powerful transforming vehicle.
● Utilize the vast array of weaponry at each player's disposal to combat the dangers of an
unexplored and treacherous planet.
● Engage hordes of alien creatures in fast paced, intense co-operative combat.
● 5 distinct enemy types, each with unique methods of attack.
● Work together and learn the varied tactics required to bring each enemy down.
● Overcome environmental obstacles as a team when the planet itself fights back against
you.
● Fight against a massive boss that persists through each stage of the game but changes
his tactics in each encounter.
● Balance your combat attention between the boss and his minions.
● Enable Veteran Mode to jump right into the action and compete for the highest score on
the leaderboards.
● Blast your way through the game to a pulse pounding electronic soundtrack.
● A tongue and cheek script with plenty of comical banter and political satire.
● Bring Democracy to the stars!
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3.1 - Target Audience

E10+
Everyone 10&up

Cartoon Violence
Political Satire
Comic mischief

Target Platform

PC release

Game Engine

Unity

D.I.B.S. is aimed at an audience of teens and young adults. Fans of Sci-Fi and Fantasy
will enjoy the comedic take on their genre. Fans of couch co-op should also really enjoy the
team mechanics found in the game.
That the gameplay is arcade-like with only a small healthy dosage of story, it should be
relatively easy to pick up and play, and finishing the whole game should take less than fifteen
minutes total. We will encourage players to finish a full session instead of wanting to hand off
the controller or not understand what they need to be doing.
We would like to also create a standalone program that can read in the existing
leaderboards, and display them to screens nearby at the gameplay stations during the GD
Launch event, or any other shows if we have access to do so. This way even the audience can
grasp the importance of standings and score, and then particularly the score multiplier and not
getting hit. This is a lower priority item however, and can be dropped if we find we don’t have
time to implement it.
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3.2 - Project Scope
Element

Scope

Levels

4 Levels and small tunnels connecting them:
● 1 x Tutorial Stage
● 3 x Main Stages
● 3 x Transition Tunnels

Locations/Environments

3 distinct locations utilize recolored/retextured assets:
● Crystal Caves
● Planet Surface
● Lava Lakes

NPCs

A boss character and 5 distinct enemies:
● Boss Character with 3 damage states
● Small rock creature
● Large rock thrower
● Large lava creature
● Sentient tree roots
● Crystal Shelled creature

Player Character

Player vehicle, flag beacon, character faces:
● Flight mode
● Tank Mode
● Flag Beacon
● Chris 2D portrait
● Columbus 2D portrait

Weapons

3 melee weapons and 4 ranged weapons:
● Melee
○ Crusher Piston
○ Excavation Drill
○ Plasma Cutter
● Ranged
○ Gatling Gun
○ Cremator
○ Missile Launcher
○ Snowpiercer

Cutscenes

Project Scope Table

●
●
●

Intro Cutscene
Outro Cutscene
3 Stage intro flyovers
Figure 3.2a
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4 - The Ship
4.0 - Overview

Democratic All-Terrain Super Turbo Tank Plane - Tank Mode

Figure 4.0a

The Democratic All-Terrain Super Turbo Tank Plane, as seen in Figure 4.0a, is a technological
marvel developed by the D.R.D.
●
●
●
●

The D.R.D.’s vehicle of choice for the exploration of distant planets.
This advanced vehicle is piloted by a two member team.
A Science officer and a Military Officer.
Planetside the ship transforms into an all-terrain tank as seen in F
 igure 4.0a.

The science officer controls the ship’s locomotion and excavation tools, which double as
melee weapons. The military officer is responsible for defence, using the vehicle's diverse array
of ranged weapon options.
The ship is equipped with a health bar, a slowly regenerating shield, three melee
weapons, four ranged weapons, and a mixture of co-op enabled elements to incite pilot
communication.
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4.1 - Columbus, the Pilot

Player 1 Controls

Figure 4.1a

As seen in Figure 4.1a, the left joystick controls aiming of tank’s thrusters. The tank will
orient itself to face the direction that the left stick is currently being held in, and it will move
forward in that direction until a change in direction is made.
The Lower-Tank player can use the left trigger to push out and melee-strike with the left
slotted melee weapon: the drill. When the drill is pushed outwards it rotates and a drill spin
sound effect is played.
Lower-Tank can use the right trigger to push out and melee-strike with the right slotted
melee weapon: the piston. When the piston is pushed outwards it is quick and precise, like a
rock-em sock-em robot, using a like-sound effect of a metal clang.
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If Lower-Tank holds down both the left and right triggers and both melee weapons are
pushed outwards, the tank will initiate a slow sweeping laser that starts at the front of the tank
and circles around perpetually as long as the triggers are held down. This laser is short as it is
angled towards the ground, it only goes outwards the same distance as the width of the tank.
The laser can be used to clear away nearby enemies, especially useful for if vines creep up and
strangle the tank. Because this attack is slow it becomes situational but remains useful if the
tank becomes trapped.
Cycling Upper Weapons
Lower-Tank can use right joystick to both change Upper-Tank’s currently selected main
weapon or to reload the cooldown of the currently selected main weapon.
If Upper-Tank’s currently selected main weapon hits its cooldown main weapon will
automatically switch to the secondary weapon - the Gatling Gun. The Gatling Gun is all-purpose
but relatively weak weapon that chips at health on enemies. It is useful for when the main
weapon cools down in the background and the Lower-Tank hasn’t given the Upper-Tank a
reload or a new weapon. While using the Gatling Gun the main weapon will slowly cool down in
the background.
If the Lower-Tank fully cools down the main weapon or changes the currently selected
main weapon the Gatling Gun will automatically be put away and the Upper-Tank main weapon
will be re-enabled.
Lower-Tank player can spin the right joystick clockwise to change Upper-Tank’s main
weapon relatively quickly (4 joystick spins at medium spin speed to change weapon). It is
intentionally this fast because players need to know quickly that their spinning of the joystick is
making a tangible effect on the weapon selector, or they won’t notice its effect.
The weapon selector will automatically slowly rotate so that the currently-selected main
weapon is placed at the top of the weapon cycler so that it’s more obvious what the currently
selected weapon is.
Lower-Tank can spin the right joystick counter-clockwise to reload the Upper-Tank’s
main weapon at 10x regular cooldown speed. When this happens an animated ammo icon is
lerped in above the currently-selected weapon icon to clearly show the status of the reloading
and why the cooldown is being sped up.
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4.2 - Chris, the Gunner

Player 2 Controls

Figure 4.2a

Weapon Fire
Use left trigger to fire at left target, right trigger to fire at right target. Fires currently
selected weapon which is displayed on screen, as seen in Figure 4.2a.
Weapon Aiming
Use left joystick to move left target. Use right joystick to move right target. Targets hover
above the ground and signified by their L and R icons, displaying which is Left-controlled and
which is Right-controlled.
Targets cannot pass through world geometry but can move through each other, enemies
and the tank’s hull. They cannot pass through world geometry because while still holographic
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targets, they need to be visible in the game-space at all times. They can pass through active
game mobs because it feels better that they don’t get stuck on some objects.
Barrel Roll Booster
Using left bumper or right bumper the upper character can send the ship tumbling over
to the left or right. This dodge move can be used to either dodge, chase after enemies, or
traverse map hazards. The barrel roll move uses 50% of the available energy bar.
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4.3 - Team Mechanics
Choosing to Reload or to Change Weapons
That the lower player can either actively reload the upper player’s current weapon or
cycle the current upper player weapon gives the upper player a choice: which to communicate
to the lower player. Look around the ship, are there any special enemies that require special
weapons? Are those weapons low or out of ammo? Do we have time to reload this weapon right
now? These decisions should be more than what the lower player can handle while also
currently piloting the ship’s movements and melee attacks, leaving the decision and
communication up to the top player.
Choosing Weapons for the Right Targets
The Snowpiercer, shooting charged ice beams, acts as the sniper and can be used to
slow down oncoming targets if it doesn’t kill them outright. The Snowpiercer is especially useful
against lava targets as it can permanently freeze them in place.
The Cremator, throwing flame blasts, is useful for crowd control situations - in tight spots
when the ship is surrounded by enemies. It is especially powerful against plant attacks from the
Living Tree enemies that shoot vines at the ship. The flames can actively repel the vines and
slow their forward velocity down considerably.
The Missile Launcher, while already having a high damage output, is capable of
breaking the small rock obstacles found in the environment which can open quick escape paths.
It is especially useful in destroying the rock underbelly of a Crystal Turtle that has been flipped
onto its back.
Barrel Roll Boosting in Map Environments
By using the barrel roll move at opportune times, the players can dodge enemy fire,
launch over map hazards, or chase after enemies and go in for a melee strike. The barrel roll
move uses a lot of ship energy however so use it sparingly or only with proper intent.
By holding down the boost button for a longer period of time the ship can jump a further
distance, but at the cost of depleting the ship’s shield as well. A fully charged jump has the
power to launch over small enemies and map obstacles.
The left bumper will boost the ship slightly to the left, and the right bumper slightly to the
right, requiring a bit of both prediction and experimentation to master. Pressing both bumpers
down at once will only launch the ship half as far, but in a straight line.
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4.4 - Lower Tank Weaponry
The lower part of the ship is equipped with t hree melee weapons: a piston, a drill,
and a laser cutter. The piston and drill utilise the same base weapon mechanics - they
act the same way, but they have differing animations and slightly differing sounds on
use.
The piston w
 as attached to the ship so
the pilots could bash open hard to break
surfaces on foreign planets. It has a
devastating blow at close range.
The piston will deal 10 points of damage
to enemies it comes in contact with.

The drill was attached to the ship so the
pilots could drill into an assortment of
minerals and rocks, creating paths or for
taking samples.
Conveniently most of all the enemy
monsters on this planet are made of minerals
and rocks!
The drill will also deal 10 points of
damage to enemies it comes in contact with.
The laser cutter was attached to the ship
in case it ever became trapped and needed to
escape. The cutter, upon use, will slowly spin
around the ship breaking any strangle holds
but requires the drill and piston to be
retracted during this time, potentially limiting
damage temporarily.
The cutter will otherwise deal 3 points of
damage to nearby enemies per second.
Melee Weapons Table

Figure 4.4a
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4.5 - Upper Tank Weaponry
The upper part of the ship is equipped with four separate weapons. The Gatling Gun has
no cooldown and will be automatically equipped when one of the other weapons hits its own
cooldown. Each weapon besides the Gatling Gun has special abilities, each used on one
particular enemy you will face sometime in the game, whether that be for freezing the lava
enemies, breaking rock monsters, or burning through p
 lant barriers.
The Gatling Gun, the standard weapon issued to piloted
vehicles in the DRD. The ship is equipped with two of these, and
has virtually unlimited ammunition with no cooldowns, which
should give anything the players face a run for their money.
The Gatling Gun though has a small amount of damage. It is
meant to be used as a backup weapon.

The Snowpiercer is an endothermic-railgun prototype,
capable of freezing solid anything that comes in contact with its
devastating, while slow firing, laser beam.
The Snowpiercer has a long cooldown relative to the other
weapons, so it’s a give and take decision between having the pilot
force an active cooldown or to cycle the weapons immediately
instead.
The standard issue Missile Launcher is a well rounded,
high-damage weapon capable of destroying small amounts of
rocks at a time. We have a lot of shots available in each magazine
so we can spare not being directly accurate with each shot.

The Cremator is the fourth and final ranged weapon. It is a
flame thrower which shoots fire spinning around in a spiralling
cone of short-range mayhem. It should be capable of burning
through some deadly foliage or repelling l ess deadly foliage.

Ranged Weapons Table

Figure 4.4b
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4.6 - Weapon Damage Chart
Below is a chart listing all the weapons the players can use, as well as their associated stats.
Weapon Name

Damage

Range

Clip Size

Cooldown
Time

Piston

10

Close

N/A

N/A

Drill

10

Close

N/A

N/A

Laser Cutter

3

Close

N/A

N/A

Gatling Gun

2

Far

Unlimited

N/A

Snowpiercer

25 (+3 dps)

Far

Small

Long

Missile
Launcher

15

Far

Medium

Medium

Cremator

5

Medium

Large

Short

Weapon Stats Chart

Figure 4.6a

There are N/As for clip size and cooldown times for the first three weapons listed is
because of them being melee weapons. Melee weapons will be protracted if the associated
controller trigger is pressed, and retracted if the trigger is released. This gives a lot of control
based on how fast you want to fire the melee weapons out. We may experiment later with
having them auto-retract if that becomes simpler.
Specific weapon stat numbers will be determined roughly on these, but aren’t listed here
since they will likely rapidly change during early prototypes. This chart remains rough to convey
the general planned use of each weapon.
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4.7 - Health System
The main health of the ship does not regenerate on its own (compare this to the energy
system which does, albeit a small amount), the players will need to collect health pickups, seen
in Figure 4.7a which fall from destroyed enemies. Each pickup restores 5 HP, and enemies can
drop multiple pickups. The amount of pickups an enemy drops is dependent on their maximum
health.

Health Pickup

Figure 4.7a

Enemy Type

Total HP Dropped

Horde Enemy

5 HP

Rock Thrower

15 HP

Crystal Turtle

25 HP

Lava Monster

25 HP

Living Tree

30 HP

Boss Form 1, 2, 3

100 HP

Enemy Table

Figure 4.7b

The pickups will consistently drop from all destroyed enemies, this way the player knows
that if they’re already low on health they will need to take a risk before being allowed to safely
continue with gameplay. The pickups will start ‘blinking’ on and off 10 seconds after spawning,
alerting their departure, and after 20 seconds they will disappear from the map.
If the ship runs out of health during a stage it will explode with an associated particle and
sound file, but will respawn 3 seconds later with 3 seconds of invincibility frames (indicated by a
blinking ship)! Dying will reset the current score multiplier - giving a repercussion to dying - loss
of score
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4.8 - Energy System
In addition to the health bar on the game’s HUD there exists an energy bar seen in f igure
4.8a, holding the ship’s pool of energy for special abilities. The main use of energy is for a small
regenerative shield which depletes first when the ship is hit by enemy attacks, and has a max
health storage of 25 HP, bringing the ship’s total HP to 125. The energy bar will slowly
regenerate at a rate of 10%/second, meaning the energy bar will fill fully in 10 seconds.

Energy Bar

Figure 4.8a

The shield is used for allowing the player to s hrug off small chip damage without
worrying too much, reducing stress attempting experimentation and exploration.
The second use of the energy bar is for allowing the player to use the booster
mechanism, tied to the upper player’s left and right bumpers. Using either the left or right boost
will rapidly deplete the energy bar for as long as the boost button is held down (twice as fast for
both). A fully charged boost jump takes 3 seconds to charge, but will launch the player the
maximum distance forwards and upwards (enough to clear over the heads of small enemies
and map hazards).
Energy% used on Booster

Height Cleared

25%

Small Rock

50%

Horde Enemy

75%

Living Tree vines

100%

Rock Thrower

Energy Table

Figure 4.8b

Having both the shield and booster mechanisms rely upon the s ame energy pool gives
the players a choice in either yielding mobility - but at the cost of temporary vulnerability to chip
damage, or for the team to go slower but safer in the hazardous environment. In the end it
comes down to playstyle, and how much you value getting to the end quickest (for score).
See Section 7.0 for more information on Scoring.
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4.9 - Flight Mode

Flight mode

Figure 4.9a

Normally the DATSTTP’s flight mode, seen in figure 4.9a would be reserved for use
during space flight. However, due to the hazardous terrain of Igneous prime it comes in handy
during the game. The vehicle's flight mode will automatically activate when the players must
traverse over large pools, or areas containing lava. When the ship encounters smaller pools of
lava the ship will automatically transition into flight mode and fly over them, before landing safely
on the land on the other side. The transitions from Tank Mode to Flight mode are quick and
seamless, and require no player input.
The ship pilots and attacks the same in Flight mode as it does in tank mode. However
the friction of flight mode is slightly different feeling for the player driving the ship. It will feel as if
the tank is sliding on ice while in this mode. In addition the ship accelerates and moves faster in
flight mode (a 1 ½ normal speed), making these sections more challenging for the pilot player.
The gatling guns can only fire forward during flight mode as well. This encourages the
gunner to make more use of their special weapons and adds more challenge for the gunner in
flight mode sections.
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4.10 - Camera
The game’s camera will by default look down at the player from 50 units above on the Y
axis, and at a 45° angle downwards, this gives a good feeling of map depth, but also
observational height. The ship resides at about 15% of the total screen size.
The camera is able to shake from triggered inputs of events, as the ship takes damage,
upon certain enemy and boss attack initializations, and during ship boosts. Below is an example
chart showing some uses of the camera shakes:
Event Name

Frequency

Amplitude

Duration

Hit by Ranged Attack

Quick

Small

Short

Meleed by Mob

Quick

Small

Very Short

Meleed by Boss(Thumper)

Medium

Medium

Medium

Strangled by Vine

Quick

Medium

Medium

Bashed Against Wall

Only once

Medium

Very Short

Changed to Flight Mode

Only once

Long

Medium

Ship Destroyed

Quick

Small

Long

Camera Shake Table

Figure 4.10a

The two cutscenes in the game will take the camera’s control away from the player, clear
the HUD elements, and lerp inwards two black boxes like a widescreen mode. This should make
it obvious when the game has switched to a video instead of gameplay.
At the end of the game the camera will fade to black, but the game will still be playable
for dramatic effect during the finale sequence. After this sequence control will be taken away.
The game will utilise High Dynamic Range and Bloom in specific areas to help ease the
player’s immersion through all the different environments of the game. That the levels flip flop
between indoor and outdoor spaces, the HDR blending can make for a cool stylised effect.
The game may utilise color correction to highlight important gameplay cues in specific
areas of the game, but this is currently an untested low priority item. Even only quickly blending
in and back out CC during some events (like being strangled by a vine → accentuate green
hues) might add to player immersion.
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4.11 - Ship Animations
Animation for the ship is limited to w
 eapon cycling, recoiling from contact with a wall or
obstacle, and transitioning between tank and flight mode in the third stage.
Cycling a weapon away causes the associated weapon model to be rolled and fitted
back into the top of the tank’s gun tower, and cycling one out causes the transition to happen in
reverse.
Colliding with an obstacle or wall in the environment will jolt the ship downwards for a
moment and also play a small camera shake as mentioned in Section 4.10. This animation clip
should be short. We experimented with just having the rigidbody be affected instead of using
animation but it tended to cause weird events where the ship started floating upwards!
Transitioning between tank and flight mode in the third stage is animated by having the
wings, regularly pushed inwards at the sides of the ship, to spring outwards, the gun tower to be
slightly retracted from the top of the ship downwards, and the nose of the ship to be extended
forwards more. This gives the ship a wider horizontal but smaller vertical silhouette.
All of the gameplay movement and rotation of the ship is handled by rotating and
transforming the Transform of the object or the velocity of the rigid body in Unity, which
generates believable reactions.
For when the ship runs out of health we may implement a death animation but currently
this is low priority since we can just use an explosion particle larger than the ship leaving a
scorch mark on the ground.
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5 - The Boss “Thumper”
5.0 - Overview

Thumper & Minion

Figure 5.0a

Thumper will be seen throughout each stage of the game. The main objective is to
defeat Thumper in his lair to advance to each subsequent stage through the transition zone. If
the player were to die during a boss fight the players will respawn immediately, but with a reset
score multiplier. This allows for a quicker game pace and less player frustration.
Boss Attack Styles

Damage Against Player

Long Range Crystal (Stage 1 Linear)

5hp per crystal

Crystals (Stage 1 Lair)

3hp per crystal

Long Range Boulder Rolling ( Stage 2 Linear)

5hp per boulder

Close Range Boulder Rolling ( Stage 2 Lair)

20hp per boulder

Melee Pound (All Lair Stages)

20hp per melee strike

Boss Attack Table

Figure 5.0b
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5.1 - First Form (Ranged)

Thumper Form 1

Figure 5.1a

Thumper Shield

Figure 5.1b

The above is the first form of Thumper in the game, shown during the first boss fight. As
seen in Figure 5.1a, Thumper wields a large crystal weapon which he will attempt to throw
towards the player’s ship. During this battle the ranged player will be dealing most of the
damage towards Thumper, a relatively easy concept for most video gamers.
The melee player will mostly be trying to dodge the crystal projectiles, and avoiding
getting too close for too long as Thumper will attempt a melee attack. At three points in the fight
if Thumper becomes too encumbered he will crouch and throw a crystal shield up around
himself, as seen in figure 5.1b, blocking all damage for a small time. During this he will send in a
small wave of enemy mobs taking their shot at the player.
These boss fights shouldn’t take more than a couple minutes to finish, and so this fight
will be relatively quick. Each fight will use the lessons taught in the previous transition state - in
this case from the tutorial section (teaching base game mechanics) through to the start of stage
1 - teaching that the crystals are indestructible whereas rocks are not!
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The boss fight starts immediately upon entering the final map section, past where the
final crystal blocking wall was located.Thumper has 3 active battle states: Shooting crystals at
range, Pounding the ground when the player is close, and Shielding after taking enough
damage.

Boss ”Thumper” 1 FSM

Figure 5.1c

After 10 seconds of shooting, or if the player gets too close, Thumper will switch states
to pounding the ground with his large fists towards the player’s position. After a random number
of pounds between 1 and 3 using his left and right fists he will return to his crystal shooting
state.
Once Thumper has taken either ⅓ or ⅔ damage he will smash the ground to bring up a
crystal shield. While the shield is out the Thumper cannot be damaged and the players will be
assaulted by a small wave of enemies. Once the wave is defeated then Thumper will become
vulnerable again.The wave shouldn’t take more than a minute to dispatch.
See Section 7.7 for information on the preceding level section
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5.2 - Second Form (Melee)

Thumper Form 2,

Figure 5.2a

The above image, figure 5.2a, shows a concept of what the second form of thumper will
be - the existing rock boss, but now wielding a giant bowling ball rock! Thumper will attempt to
roll these boulders, one at a time, after leaping out of holes he crawls out of from underground hiding from the players. If the players are able to melee the boulder back towards thumper it will
lock onto him, and if it hits will stun him for a short time, allowing the players to give him some
damage before he jumps back into a hole underground.
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This boss fight starts immediately when the player enters the final map section of stage
2. A vine wall come up behind the player trapping him in.Thumper has 3 active battle states:
Hiding while mob and thrower enemies attack the player, Emerging from the ground with a
rolling boulder attack, and Stunned if the player managed to melee the boulder back towards
Thumper .

Boss” Thumper” 2 FSM
5.2b

Figure

In the Emerge state Thumper rises from the ground with a large boulder and rolls it at
the player bowling ball style. The melee player must hit the boulder back at Thumper. The
ranged player can shoot the rock to slow it down - set it up for the melee player.
If the boulder hits Thumper it shatters and stuns him, allowing him to take bonus
damage. If the boulder hits the player it damages the ship. If the boulder misses Thumper it will
shatter against whichever wall it hits and Thumper will return to its hiding state with a new small
wave of enemies for the player to fight.
See Section 7.8 for information on the preceding level sections.
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5.3 - Final Form (Co-op)

Thumper Form 3

Figure 5.3a

The above image, figure 5.3a, shows a concept of what the third and final form of
Thumper will be - this time wielding a giant rock baseball bat! The players will need to navigate
through three separate lava canyons over three styles of obstacles and combat before being
given room to damage Thumper . At two points in the battle the Thumper will get angry, swing,
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and pummel the player over to a new linear obstacle section,forcing the player to return to the
lair again.
This boss fight takes place in between the player’s navigation of 3 separate paths that
lead towards the center mound - where Thumper stands. Thumper wields a giant rock baseball
bat here and will attempt to first smash the player downwards, but at ⅓ and then ⅔ health
depleted will slap the player away to the 2nd and 3rd linear level section of the map.

Boss “Thumper 3 FSM

Figure 5.3b

In the MeleeStrikes state, when Thumper rock baseball bat hits the ground a small
circular lava pool will emanate outwards from the strike location, prompting the player to move
away. The pool will quickly dissipate fully after 2 seconds - Thumper will be able to use this
move every 1.5 seconds. This tactic is used so that the player has to maintain a certain distance
from Thumper, or at least constantly move around it and not linger in one area around Thumper
hitbox.
Once Thumper loses all his health he will take a knee. The camera will zoom in close,
the world around the ship and Thumper will fade to black highlighting only these two piece. A
message flashes on the screen to “Go Crazy!”. Both players get to go crazy shooting and
punching Thumper as the screen rumbles around like crazy until Thumper finally breaks into
pieces. A cloud of dust smothers Thumper and the final cutscene will trigger.
See Section 7.9 for information on the preceding level sections.
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5.4 - Boss ”Thumper” Animations
Thumper will have a different animation set depending on which stage it is currently in.
Each animation set will be prefixed by the associated level name (stage1_, stage2_, stage3_),
but all of the animations will reside on the same base boss model.
The animations for Thumper at each stage:
● The first stage Thumper has 4
  unique animations: a crystal throwing animation, a
stomping animation using his left arm, and one using his right (used for when the player
gets within melee distances), and a crouching animation during his shield move.
● The second stage also has 4 unique animations: ‘crouching’ but now in a flurry of smoke
and dust (going underground), the boss slowly rising with the boulder in his hand, rolling
the boulder with his right arm, and a stun animation (when the player hits him back with
the boulder).
● The final stage has 5 unique animations: taunting - pounding his chest like a gorilla, a
downward smashing animation with the stone bat, a baseball style swing animation to
toss the players to the next linear section, the final kneeling death state, and breaking
into many different pieces when the players go crazy on him at the end.
● Thumper has 1 final running animation, used for running to a new level after being
defeated in the previous.
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6 - The Minions
6.0 - Horde Enemies

Horde Enemy

Figure 6.0a

Description
The main body and head of the creature is made to resemble small boulders. Attached
to the head is the lower jaw with crystal teeth coming out. And it has nubby appendages made
up of smaller rocks. It is one of the smallest enemies in the game, being about 20% the size of
the ship.
Stats
Health

2 Health Points

Resistance

No resistances

Weakness

Melee attacks and ranged attacks are all around effective, while
boosting at them will destroy them on contact

Attack Damage

Melee attack deals 2 damage

Horde Stat Table

Figure 6.0b
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Attack Pattern
The horde enemy in gameplay will come from the side of the screens in groups of 4-6,
about three or four of these groups will come in at once. They will follow the players till they
reach them at which point they will begin to claw at the player. If in a group and most of them
die out and not attacking the players, the remaining group member will attempt to find and join
another group of horde enemies. If there are no other groups on screen, it will target the player
again and attempt to attack the players again.
Attacks per second?

Movement
The horde enemies will quickly lumber at you in a scurrying motion. Their movement
speed is slightly faster than the ship.
Strategies for fighting it
These enemies have the lowest health and deal the least amount of damage in the
game, but they make up for these disadvantages by working in hordes to deal large chunks of
damage to the players, so if not properly dispatched with they could easily swarm you and
become a problem. A strategy to effectively take care of them quickly is to use the boost power
up to quickly smash into them in one go.
Animations
These enemies will have a shared walking animation and will swarm together in large
groups. When they attack, the will have a clawing motion. When they die they may crumble into
rocks or possibly disappear with a particle effect this is low priority.
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6.1 - Rock Throwers

Rock Throwers

Figure 6.1a

Description
Resembles a large simian-like rock monster, with a focus on giving it a larger top half
than the bottom half. It has two large forearms that reach to the floor, and a pair of short stumpy
legs. Located on its back are a semi-large cluster of crystals. It is just only slightly larger than
the ship.
Stats
Health

15 Health Points

Resistance

No resistances

Weakness

Melee attacks and ranged attacks are all around effective

Attack Damage

Rock thrown deals 20-25 damage, melee attacks deal 10 damage

Rock Throwers Stat Table

Figure 6.1b

Attack Pattern
Will spawn from all sides and stay a relative distance away from the players, from this
spot they will pick up boulders and toss them at the players to deal damage. If the players come
close to the proximity of the enemy it will change its attack pattern by going in for a melee attack
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against the players. The thrown rock will be thrown in an arch motion at the player so you will be
able to have enough time to avoid it but still be a hazard if you don't keep it in mind.
Movement
Mobility will be slow but limited, walking on screen will give enough time for the player to
realise that there is another enemy to be mindful of. After walking on screen it will set its position
to throw boulders at the enemy. If to close it will reach out to swipe at the players.
Strategies for fighting it
This is an enemy that needs to be kept in mind as it will constantly be throwing boulders
at the players. It is up to the player who is controlling the mobility to avoid the rocks while the
ranged player can deal damage against the enemy. The melee player can also deal damage but
there is a risk that will be hit by one of the enemies melee attacks.
Using the Snowpiercer the ranged player can freeze the enemy in place to halt it from throwing
any boulders at the players.
Animation
This enemy will require a lumbering walk animation similar to Thumpers’ walk. This
specific creature will also have to lift a boulder from the ground, then throw it. When the player is
close the enemy will swipe at them. When they die they may crumble into rocks or possibly
disappear with a particle effect this is low priority.
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6.2 - Lava Monster

Lava Monster

Figure 6.2a

Description
The main body is a large mound of lava, with a large mouth and eyes coming out of it.
The bottom half is not viewable due to it being always submerged under the lava. It is about
twice the size of the ship.
Stats
Health

6 Health Points

Resistance

Impervious to all damage when it is not frozen

Weakness

Snowpiercer will freeze it in place and give an opportunity for the
melee player to deal damage

Attack Damage

Fireball deal 20-25 damage

Lava Monster Stat Table

Figure 6.2b
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Attack Pattern
Will spawn in lava lakes and streams by popping up from them, it will pop up from these
streams to get closer to the players and pop back under to move its location. Once up it will spit
fireballs in the direction of the players. If the players bump into or touch the enemy when it is in
its lava state it will deal damage.
Movement
This enemy is unable to move when it is above the lava and is only able to move its
position by going back under the lava. All movement will cease from the enemy when frozen by
the ice weapon.
Strategies for fighting it
No weapon can deal damage to it in its natural state, so it is up to the ranged player to
solidify its lava body using the Snowpiercer. Then the melee player must use its arsenal of
melee attacks to shatter the enemy into pieces, defeating it.
Animation
This enemy will emerge from the lava like its forming into its shape. It will swing its head
back then forward to spit out fireballs. When the player attacks it with the Snowpiercer, the lava
monster will turn to ice, then the melee player will hit the enemy. This will kill it with a shattering
animation.
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6.3 - Living Trees

Living Tree’s Roots Snagging the Players

Figure 6.3a

Description
The main tree portion will resemble the trees seen throughout the game, but with a
almost visible distorted face upon the main trunk. The roots look like wiping tendrils with more
smaller roots growing off of them.
Stats
Health

30 Health Points

Resistance

Roots are resistant to all melee attacks and can not be shot at except
from the fire weapon and the ice weapon

Weakness

Fire weapon

Attack Damage

0 Attack Damage

Living Trees Stat Table

Figure 6.3b
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Attack Pattern
The first thing the player will see of this enemy is the roots as the tree will be hidden
somewhere in the level. Roots will converge towards the players in a straight line attempting to
snag the player. If snagged the players movements will slow down significantly, and will limit the
player’s already slowed down mobility to a small radius. This will give a chance for other
enemies to attack the player. Will spawn sparsely, but will increase in frequency once player
gets closer to the source tree.
Movement
The main tree will not be able to move from its designated spot, only swaying its
branches to indicate to the players which tree is the source of the roots. Roots will snake
through the ground converging towards the players in a straight line at a very fast rate.
Strategies for fighting it
The roots can be avoided by either player if their reflexes are fast enough, the ranged
player can fend off the roots by using the flame weapon to stop them from advancing towards
the player, and the melee player will be able to boost dash out of the way if quick enough. If
snagged the ranged player will have to defend from the oncoming enemies, while the melee
player will hack away the roots till fully freed.
The direction the roots came from will indicate where the source tree is located, it is up
to the players if they want to risk eliminating it. Has the closer they get to the tree, the root
attacks will become more frequent. Once the tree is found it can be quickly destroyed by using
the flame weapon.
Animation
This tree will be stationary but vines will emerge from it and move in a tentacle like
movement towards the players. Then the vines will animate to ensnare the vehicle. When the
player uses the laser cutter, the vines will be turned into pieces.
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6.4 - Crystal Turtle

Crystal Turtle
Figure 6.4a
Description
The Crystal Turtle enemies resemble a large snapping turtle made up of crystalline
formations and rocky bodyparts. As seen in F
 igure 6.4a large chunks of sharp purple crystals
protrude from the top of a rounded, shell like formation made of rock atop it’s back. It has three
short legs on either side of its body, and a lizard like tail coming out it’s back. Seen to the far left
of Figure 6.4a the creature's head protrudes from the front of it’s body, resembling that of a
turtle's head with crystal eyes. It’s underside, the beats only weak spot, is cracked in the form of
an X to indicate to the player where to focus their attacks when the Hardback is flipped over.
Stats
Health

10 Health Points

Resistance

I completely invulnerable to all ranged attacks when right side up

Weakness

Melee attacks and its vulnerable underside that has to be exposed

Attack Damage

Body slam that deals 25 damage

Crystal Turtle Stat Table

Figure 6.4b
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Attack Pattern
It will either emerge from the ground from crystal clusters or from the edge of the screen
to head towards the player. It will slowly lumber along towards the players, once it is in close
proximity of the player it will push itself onto its hind legs then slam down upon the player using
its stomach to deal damage. When at a distance from the players it can use its ranged attack
where it will spew a projectile at the players.
Movement
The turtle has a slow movement speed, where it will lumber slowly in the direction of the
player. When knocked onto its back it cannot move.
Strategies for fighting it
The crystal turtle cannot be damaged with ranged attacks, instead the player must
prioritize dealing with it. The players must wait for it to get close to them, or them getting close to
it, where it will begin its body slam animation at which point the melee player must hit its
underside to knock it onto its back revealing its vulnerable underside. At which point the ranged
player will have to use the missile launcher to attack the underside to defeat it.
If left alone on its back long enough it will be able to get right side up again and pursue
the players yet again.
Animation
The Hardbacks will have a very slow walking animation on all fours. It will have an attack
animation when it lifts its front legs, then slam down on the ground. If the player melee attacks it
while lifted, it will fall on its back and swing its legs around. If the player doesn't kill it in time it
will roll back onto its legs. When they die they may crumble into rocks or possibly disappear with
a particle effect this is low priority.
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7 - Igneous Prime
7.0 - Environment

 Igneous Prime

Figure 7.0a

Igneous prime is a purplish planet due to the minerals in the ground in which covers
most of the planet.In the planet there is living organsims that have adapted to the hot conditions
which was caused by the active magma.
Artstyle

Color Pallette

Figure 7.0b

The local flora is bright and stands out against the darker terrain so that they don’t interfere
with the gameplay.The lava Is bright orange so that it stands out from the environment and to
also show the player that it's a hazard .The crystals has a light blue look to it and glows a baby
blue color around it .
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Plants

Plants

Figure 7.0c

Figure 7.0c displays the different plants in the game and their appropriate scales in
comparison to each other. To the far left is the Lampsi, a small cone shaped plant that emits
light.
Second from the left is the LncanaGlow. Slightly larger and heartier than the Lampsi, it
grows in the harsh, outdoors areas of Igneous Prime. Its stems and shoots give off vibrant light
to the surrounding area.
The Everglow, seen to the right of the Icana, is the most common plant on Igneous
prime. It can survive in all conditions, weather deep in the caves, near the hot lava pools, or on
the rocky barrens.
Finally, The Deciduous Plantae, essentially the trees of Igneous Prime. While these
luminescent trees may seem harmless, some may be more sentient than they first appear. It is
from these trees that the living tree roots can spread and attack the players.
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7.1 - Progression

Full Map

Figure 7.1a

The player will progress through the game by going through three main environments
(stages), as seen above in Figure 7.1a. Small transition areas lay in between each of the three
main stages in between. The first area the player visits is the tutorial level deep within a cavern
populated by rocks and crystals, here they will learn the main mechanics of the game. After
finishing the tutorial the players will advance to the transition area where they will learn about
the mechanics surrounding level 1, this area teaches the player that certain rocks are
destructible, along with the crystals which are all indestructible. This teaches the players how to
deal with specific enemies. Once completing the first level the players will enter the second
transition area where they will learn about the foliage and trees and how to deal with them in the
next level. After beating stage two the players will encounter the final transition area where they
will be taught about the mechanics of stage three, freezing lava and destroying it.
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7.2 - Map Legend

Legend

Figure 7.2a

Figure 7.2a shows and explains what each icon means in the maps below.
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7.3 - Tutorial Stage

Tutorial Stage

Figure 7.3a

Map & Layout
The players being in this area. As shown in figure 7.3a, the map is decorated with
boulders, as well as crystals that will light up the area. The first chamber will be where the
players will have a chance to test and understand the controls of the game. Once the players
understand the gameplay they will encounter a small wave of enemies in the second chamber
to introduce combat. They will be introduced and face the horde and rock throwing enemies.
# of Waves

Wave Type

Enemies in 1 Wave

x1

Horde Enemy Wave

5 Horde enemies

x1

Rock Thrower Wave

1 Rock Thrower

Enemy Waves Tutorial

Figure 7.3b
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7.4 - Stage 1

Stage 1 Map

Figure 7.4a

The players must make their way through the stage seen in F
 igure 7.4a dispatching
each of the crystal turtles to move forward. During each of the 3 crystal turtle battles, the
players are assaulted by a wave of horde and rock thrower enemies. Thumper is a constant
threat throughout the stage standing on the central cliff tossing large crystals at the ship.
However Thumper cannot be reached during this part of the stage. Once the turtles have been
defeated the crystal barrier at the far end of the stage opens and the player may proceed to fight
Thumper. Once Thumper has been defeated the players can move onto the next stage. The
area is strewn with rocks and boulders, blocking your path. Crystalline formations cannot be
broken as opposed to the rocks, which can be destroyed by the melee character.
# of Waves

Wave Type

Enemies in 1 Wave

x3

Horde Enemy Wave

5 Horde enemies

x2

Rock Thrower Wave

2 Rock Thrower

x3

Crystal Turtles

1 Crystal Turtle

Stage 1 Enemies

Figure 7.4b
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7.5 - Stage 2

Stage 2 Map

Figure 7.5a

The layout is formed between large canyon walls into an S shape, and split into four
sections, the 4th being the boss fight. The first three stages are blocked from each other by a
vine wall requiring the nearby Tree enemy to be dispatched. During the first three sections of
the map the player will be assaulted by waves of horde enemies. In the first 3 map sections
thumper stands still atop the level boundary rolling large bowling-ball-like rocks towards the
player’s position.
# of Waves

Wave Type

Enemies in Wave

x3

Horde Enemy Wave

5 Horde enemies

x3

Living Trees

1 Tree (Unlimited Roots)

Stage 2 Enemies

Figure 7.5b
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7.6 - Stage 3

Stage 3 Map
Figure 7.6a
The layout here is formed through 3 large separated canyons of assorted lava obstacles
and monsters. Thumper in this stage sits atop a mound in the conjoining center section, waiting
for the player to swoop in. The player starts in the top left fighting small groups of horde and
thrower enemies, and must use the recently-learned-in-the-previous-transition move of b
 oost
jumping to clear lava gaps towards the center boss mound.  The second route, in the bottom
right, the player must traverse a small route by freezing lava falls and hopping across them
using the boost jump.The third route, over to the right, the player is automatically transitioned
into a flight segment, where moving around uses less friction, but otherwise the ship acts the
same. You face Lava Monsters here, this is the only section of the game with these creatures.
You need to take them all out before being able to get to the third and last section of the final
boss battle.
Fighting the boss is described more in detail in Section 5.3.
# of Waves

Wave Type

Enemies in 1 Wave

x3

Horde Enemy Wave

5 Horde enemies

x3

Rock Thrower Wave

2 Rock Thrower

x3

Crystal Turtles

1 Crystal Turtle

Stage 3 enemies

Figure 7.6b
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7.7 - Transition Stage 1

Transition Stage 1 Map

Figure 7.7a

The first transition stage takes place in between the end of the tutorial and before the
first stage. This transition introduces the idea that while rocks are breakable by melees or
missiles, the crystal structures are indestructible.
The layout is quite simple, funneling the player forwards down a short hallway. This area
should not take the player very long to traverse, and it does not have enemies in it so it is safe
to learn in.

Obstacles

Number

Breakable Rocks

3

Unbreakable Crystals

3

Transition 1 Obstacles

Figure 7.7b
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7.8 - Transition Stage 2

Transition Stage 2 Map

Figure 7.8a

The second transition stage takes place in between the end of the first stage and the
start of the second stage. It introduces the idea that you must use fire or the plasma cutter to
slice through vines that block your path - which is a hazard you will face a lot of in the second
linear stage coming up with the Living Plant enemies.
The area is funnel shaped to lead the player easily through it, and also has no enemies
so the player can learn the gameplay concepts safely.

Obstacles

Number

Vine Patches

3

Burnable Trees

3

Transition 2 Obstacles

Figure 7.8b
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7.9 - Transition Stage 3

Transition Stage 3 Map

Figure 7.9a

The third and final transition stage takes place in between the second and third linear
stages. It introduces the ideas that the player will need to use the Snowpiercer rounds to freeze
lava hazards, and then break them with the melee weapon to get rid of them from the field.
There also exists here pits of open lava that the upper player will need to boost jump
over and across to reach the next safe area.
If the player were to die here they will restart immediately at the start of the transition
section. This section shouldn’t take more than a minute to get through, but that the player
probably hasn’t used the boost jump much till this point in the game, there are no enemies here
to abruptly affect the player’s practice.

Obstacles

Number

Lava Falls

1

Lava Pools

3

Transition 3 Obstacles

Figure 7.9b
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8 - Game AI
For our AI, each enemy will have their own Finite State Machine. Each enemy will have
a unique set of states that they can be in, while all of them share two states: Dead State and
Idle State. Idle State may vary from enemy to enemy but the Dead State will remain the same
throughout all types of enemies. In the Dead State, enemies will play their Death animation and
be destroyed from the current scene.

8.0 - Horde Enemy AI

Horde Enemy FSM Diagram

Figure 8.0a

The Horde Enemies will all start in the Idle state, playing their Idle animation. From the Idle
State, the Horde Enemies can transition into the Flock State.
While in the Flock State, the Horde Enemies will use a flocking behaviour. While flocking, the
Horde Enemies will move in the direction that the flock is heading, as well as moving towards
the middle of the flock. This will keep the Horde Enemies together while in the Flock State, and
giving them the appearance of working together. The direction that the Horde Enemies will flock
to is the player's current position. If the Horde Enemies reach the minimum melee attack range,
they will transition into the Attack State.
While in the Attack State, the Horde Enemies will play their Melee attack animation every time
the melee attack cooldown reaches 0. If the players are further than the maximum attack range
of the Horde Enemies the Horde Enemies will transition into the Flock State.
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8.1 - Rock Thrower AI

Rock Thrower Enemy FSM Diagram

Figure 8.1a

The Rock Thrower enemies will all start in the Idle State. While in this state, the Rock
Throwers will play their Idle animation on a loop. If the player comes within range, the Rock
Throwers will transition into the Chase State.
While the Rock Thrower enemies are in the Chase State, they will start to play their
walking animation, translating their position closer to the player until they have reached the
maximum range of their throw attack. If the distance between the player reaches the minimum
range for the throw attack, the Rock Thrower enemies will then continue to walk towards the
player. From the Chase State, the Rock throwers can transition into the Throw State, or the
Melee state depending on their distance to the player.
While in Throw State, the Rock Thrower enemies will play their throwing animation,
which will translate rocks in a parabolic arc towards the player's position when the rock was
initially thrown. The Rock Throwers will not repeat this process until the previous rock has
reached it’s destination. From this state, if the players are further than the maximum attack
range of the Rock Thrower, the Rock Thrower can transition into the Chase State.
While the Rock Thrower enemies are in the Melee State, they will stop moving and
perform their melee attack animation. After the animation is played and the damage is dealt,
there will be a short cooldown put into place preventing the Rock Thrower from playing their
melee attack animation and damaging the player until the cooldown is finished. From this state,
if the player is further than the maximum Melee range, the Rock Thrower enemies can transition
into the Chase State.
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8.2 - Lava Enemy AI

Lava Enemy FSM Diagram

Figure 8.2a

Lava Monster enemies will start in the Idle State. While in the Idle state, the Lava
Monster enemies will play their idle animation on a loop. If the player comes into range of the
Lava Monster enemies attacks, the State Machine will transition into the Attack State.
While in the Attack State, the Lava Monster enemies will stand stationary, playing their
attack animation and aim and shoot their fireball’s at the player's location relative to when the
fireball was first shot. From this state, the State Machine can transition to either the Submerge
State if the player is further than the maximum range of the fireball, or the Vulnerable State if the
player has successfully frozen the Lava Monster enemies.
While in the Submerge State, the Lava Monster enemies will play the Submerge
Animation to place itself underneath the lava. It will then find the closest waypoint to the player,
move to that waypoints position and transition into the Emerge State.
While in the Emerge State, the Lava Monster enemies will play their emerge animation
to bring them back above the lava, and then transition into the Attack State.
While in the Vulnerable State, the Lava Monster enemies will freeze their animation. The
material on the enemies will change so they appear to be covered in ice. If the Lava Monster
enemy is hit by the player's Melee Attack, the state machine will transition into the Dead state. If
a set amount of time has passed and the enemy has not been attacked, it will change the
material back to the Lava Monster enemies, and the state machine will transition into the Attack
State.
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8.3 - Root Enemies

Living Tree Enemy FSM Diagram

Figure 8.3a

The Living Tree enemies will all start in an Idle state. While in the Idle State the Living
Tree enemies will will play their idle animation on loop and nothing else. While in this state, if the
player comes into range of the Living Tree enemies, the Living Tree enemies will transition into
the attack state.
While in the attack state, the Living Tree enemies will instantiate a new game object
called Roots. These Roots will travel towards the player's destination in a straight line. While
these Roots exist in the current scene, the Living Tree enemies will transition into the Wait state.
If the Living Tree enemies health reaches 0 while in this state, it will transition into the Dead
state.
While in Wait state, the Living Tree enemies will play their waiting animation. The Living
Tree enemies will not do anything else while in this state. If the Living Tree enemies health
reaches 0 while in this state, it will transition into the Dead State. If the Roots are destroyed, or
reaches their destination, the Living Tree enemies will transition into the attack state.
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8.4 - Crystal Enemy

Crystal Turtle Enemy FSM Diagram

Figure 8.4a

The Crystal Turtle enemies all start within the Idle State. While in this state they will exist
underneath the terrain, out of sight of the player. If the player comes within range of the Crystal
Turtle enemies they will transition into the Spawn State.
While in the Spawn State, the [Turtle Enemies] will play their rising animation, translating
the Crystal Turtle enemies above the terrain and in sight of the players. Once rising animation is
finished playing, the Crystal Turtle enemies will transition into the Walking State.
While in the Walking State, the Crystal Turtle enemies will play their walking animation
on a loop and translate their position towards the player. The Crystal Turtle enemies will also
periodically fire their crystals at the targets current position, which will only happen once every
few seconds, based on an attack cooldown. If the Crystal Turtle enemies reach the minimum
distance for their Slam attack, they will transition into the Slam State.
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While in the Slam State, the Crystal Turtle enemies will play their Slam animation. If the
player uses a melee attack while the slam animation is playing, the Crystal Turtle enemies will
transition into the Vulnerable State. If the player is unsuccessful in preventing the slam, the
Crystal Turtle enemies attempt to use their slam animation again, if the player is within the
maximum slam range. If the player is outside of the maximum slam range, the Crystal Turtle
enemies will transition into the Walking State.
While in the Vulnerable State, the Crystal Turtle enemies will play an animation that
shows the Crystal Turtle enemies lying on their back. If the player attacks the Crystal Turtle
enemies with ranged attacks while they are in this state, the Crystal Turtle enemies can lose
health points. If the Crystal Turtle enemies health reaches 0, they will enter the Dead State. If
the player is unsuccessful in eliminating the Crystal Turtle enemies while they are in this state,
they will enter the Slam State if the player is within the maximum slam range. If the player is
outside of the maximum slam range, then the Crystal Turtle enemies will enter the Walking
State.
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9 - Scoring System
9.0 - Scoring
The purpose of the scoring system is to add replayability to the game. To earn points,
the players must successfully destroying enemies. Different enemies are worth different points,
as shown in the chart below.
Enemy

Points Worth

Thrower

10

Horde

2

Lava Enemy

30

Root Enemy

35

Turtle Enemy

25

Boss

100

Scoring System Table

Figure 9.0a

9.1 - Multiplier
The score multiplier is intended to provide a measurement of player skill. The higher the
score multiplier is, the more points you will receive from killing an enemy and dodging attacks.
The score multiplier starts at x1, and is incrememnted by 1 for every enemy that is
destroyed. Using the chart above, if the players destroy a Thrower enemy while their score
multiplier is at x1 they will receive 10 points, and have their score multiplier increased to x2. If
the players destroy another Thrower enemy, they will receive 20 points and have their score
multiplier increased to x3, continuing in this fashion.
If the players receive damage from any source, be it enemy or environmental , the score
multiplier will reset back to x1. This provides an additional challenge for players who want to
chase the highscore and makes it more punishing to get damaged other than just losing health.

9.2 - Leaderboards
Each player will have their own individual score, which will be added together at the end
of the game. The scoreboard will include a individual section for the pilot and the gunner, as well
as a section for the combined total score. This allows the players to chase an individual score
that can be compared to other players who played the same role they did, as well as chasing
the co-op score. This allows them to gauge their skill level to other players, and other teams.
The highest score multiplier the players received will also be shown next to their total score.
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10 - In Game Interface
10.0 - Overview

Gameplay UI Concept

Figure 10.0a

Displayed in Figure 10.0a is a mockup screenshot displaying the user interface as it will
appear in game. The interface is designed to resemble a first person view from the ship's
cockpit, while still providing quick reference to all the relevant status information. The Scorecard,
displayed in the top left corner of the screen keeps track of the current score acquired so far
during the current play session. The Status bars, located in the bottom left corner of the screen,
keep track of the vehicle's current hit points and energy. At the top right, the radar tracks the
movements of enemies around the player. Finally in the bottom left the weapon wheel is
displayed. This element keeps track of which weapon is currently equipped for the gunner.
In the below sections 10.1 - 10.5 each user interface element displayed above will be
broken down separately and explained in detail.
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10.1 - Status Bars

HealthBar

Figure 10.1a

One of the most important UI elements are the vehicle status bars. In F
 igure 10.1a the
top bar, green in color, represents the Vehicle's HP bar. The red colored bottom bar represents
the vehicles NRG bar. The metallic borders around each bar as well as the black area to the
right of the colored bars are the containers in which each bar is housed. They are used to show
the player how full the bar can be. The screws and armatures holding each bar up are a design
element and do not pertain to gameplay. The HP and NRG text are attached to each bar to
inform the player of it’s function.
The HP bar keeps track of the vehicles hit points. As the vehicle is damaged, the green
bar will drain leaving a black background as is demonstrated in F
 igure 10.1a. When health
canisters are picked up the vehicles hit points will raise accordingly. The HP bar represents 100
points of health when full. The separated ticks on the HP bar are only to differentiate the HP bar
from the Energy bar, they do not coincide with the vehicles hit points.
Refer to section 4.5 - Health System for more information on the Health system
The NRG bar located below the HP bar keeps track of the vehicle's energy. Energy will
drain from the bar when the vehicle’s shield takes damage, or when using the Boost engines.
The bar will drain shrinking the red bar from right to left, leaving a black background as seen in
Figure 10.1a. The energy bar will automatically refill itself over time, moving from left to right
until the red bar fills up the entire space.
Refer to section 4.6 - Energy System for more information on the Energy system
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10.2 - Weapon Wheel

Weapon Wheel

Figure 10.2a

The weapon wheel is an important UI element for both players. As seen in F
 igure 10.2a,
the weapon wheel displays colored icons corresponding to each of the gunners three special
weapons. The top blue icon represents the Snowpiercer ice weapon. The bottom left yellow icon
represents the Missile Launcher. The bottom right red icon represents the FlameShot. The red,
semicircle shaped bar above the blue weapon icon represents the current weapons cooldown
progress. The screws and armatures to the right of the wheel are a design element and do not
pertain to gameplay.
As the bottom player cycles through the weapon wheel the circle will rotate. When a
weapon reaches the top center position, currently the Snowpiercer as seen in Figure 10.2a, the
icons corresponding weapon will deploy for the top player.
When the weapon currently in use overheats, the cooldown will appear as seen above
the Snowpiercer icon in Figure 10.2a. This bar represents the period of time it will take for the
currently selected weapon to cool down and be usable again. The players can then choose
whether to rotate to one of the other weapons or wait for the cooldown bar to dissipate. If the
players choose to rotate to the next available weapon the cooldown bar will reset based on the
newly selected weapons cooldown timer. The bar starts full and recedes over time in a
clockwise direction until it disappears completely, leaving just the black background. This
signals the players that the weapon is again ready for use.
More Information about each weapon was covered in section 4.4 - Weaponry
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10.3 - Radar

Radar Dial

Figure 10.3a

Figure 10.3a shows the radar UI element. This element will appear on the top right of the
player screen. The central blue circle represents the space surrounding the player. The red
dots within the blue circle represent enemies that are within range of the radar. The metal circle
around the blue circle as well as the screws and armatures are static UI elements that do not
affect gameplay. The players will easily be able to see in what direction any threats are located.
The radar will give them the information they need to assess the threat level of traveling in a
certain direction as well.
The radar is dependant on the rotational position of the player vehicle. When the vehicle
moves to face a new angle the dots on the radar move to reflect that change. The top blue line
pointing north on the radar seen in F
 igure 10.3a always corresponds to the direction that the
ship is currently facing. The space the radar covers in equal to the team's view distance plus
half the view distance. The second blue circular line from the center of the radar in Figure 10.3a
represents the edge of the player’s view distance. for the ranged player, this functionality can
also be effective for firing in the direction of enemies that are not visible on the screen yet.
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10.4 - Scorecard

Score Display

Figure 10.4a

The Scorecard allows the team to keep track of exactly what their current score is
among some other elements related to score. The large yellow number to the top left of the
card in figure 10.4a represents the team’s current total score. To the right of the score, the
large silver multiplication sign followed by the silver number represent the team's current score
multiplier. Finally the green text located underneath the score in F
 igure 10.4a represents a
number of points that were just awarded being added to the above score. Once the Yellow
score updates the green points will disappear until more points are achieved. The metal screws
and armatures to the left of the card are static U.I. elements that do not affect gameplay.
More Information about the score system was covered in Sections 9.0 - 9.2

10.5 - Dialogue Boxes

Dialogue Box

Figure 10.5a

During gameplay and cutscenes, when one of the characters speaks the Dialogue Box
seen in Figure 10.5a will appear at the bottom center of the screen. The character portrait to the
left denotes the speaker of the lines and gives the audience an idea what they look like. To the
right of the portrait at the top of the second blue panel the character name will be written out in
yellow text as shown in Figure 10.5a. Underneath the speaker's name will be a transcription of
the dialogue that the current character is saying. This U.I. element can be disabled in the main
menu if the players wish to not have the text appear. Regardless of if the subtitles are disabled,
the left hand box in Figure 10.5a displaying the speaking character's portrait will always appear.
More information on the Main Menu will be discussed in section 11.0 - Main Menu
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11 - Menu User Interface
11.0 - Main Menu

Menu Screen

Figure 11.0a

When the game is launched the players will be greeted by the main menu screen seen in
Figure 11.0a. In the top right hand corner the abbreviated game title is displayed as a non
interactable UI element. Below the game title on the left hand side of the screen are the menu
buttons. In the center of the screen is a model of the D.A.T.S.T.T.P. directly to the right of the
vehicle is an animated model of the game's setting planet, Igneous Prime. Finally at the bottom
right corner of the menu Pressure Cooked Games company logo is displayed.
The only interactable elements of this menu screen are the four buttons seen to the
bottom left in Figure 11.0a. All the interactable user interface will be displayed in this area with
the background being constant. This will be achieved using Unity U.I. panels to house each set
of elements seen in the menu flow chart on p
 age 48 in Figure 11.0b. Each of the four
intractable menu buttons seen in F
 igure 11.0a have a corresponding action. When a menu
button is clicked, the current set of buttons will slide from right to left off screen and the new
buttons or menu will slide into it’s place from left to right.
When a new game is started and a difficulty picked as seen in F
 igure 11.0b, the menu
background will come to life. The menu buttons will side off screen and the D.A.T.S.T.T.P. will
fly towards the planet, getting smaller until the screen fades out and the game starts. This
animation sequence leads directly into the game's intro cutscene as the ship enters the
atmosphere of Igneous Prime and lands on the planet surface.
More information about the Intro Cutscene will be covered in section 15.0 - Intro
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Menu Flow Diagram

Figure 11.0b

The flow of the main menu system can be seen in F
 igure 11.0b. Blue boxes represent
Menu Buttons and Menu Panels. Green boxes represent actions that occur when the preceding
button is pressed. The red lines indicate how the elements flow in order from left to right, and
arrows signify the transition out of the main menu into a corresponding action. The large blue
Menu Panels indicate what options, sliders and information will be available to the player from
that panel. In the case of the “Controls” button, it’s corresponding panel to the right displays the
control layout for each player with the aid of controller diagrams. The “B” button on either
player's controller can be pressed at any time to return to the previous menu or set of buttons
until the root menu is reached. At the root menu the “B” button has no effect and the Exit button
seen in Figure 11.0b must be pressed to close the game.
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11.1 - Confirmation Panel

Confirmation Menu

Figure 11.1a

The Confirmation Panel, as seen in F
 igure 11.1a is one of the most important elements
of the Menu UI. The panel allows both players a chance to weigh in on important decisions
within the D.I.B.S. menu screens. Each player has a name tag and corresponding check box,
seen in the bottom middle of Figure 11.1a. The red X in the left hand check box represents the
player choice to disagree with the given confirmation. The green colored O in the right hand
player 2 checkbox represents that the corresponding player agrees with the confirmation.
The players must agree in order for the current confirmation can succeed. Both check
boxes seen in Figure 11.1a must match or the confirmation will fail and the option or action will
not take place. This feature will be used to prevent one player from taking the lead and
choosing for the other. In the example of a player wishing to reset the game, both players must
agree to reset the game or the game will continue. In keeping with D.I.B.S. focus on player
cooperation the players must work together to move forward.
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11.2 - Pause Menu

Pause Overlay

Figure 11.2a

When the start button is pressed by either player during gameplay it pauses the game
and brings up the Pause Menu seen in F
 igure 11.2a. The menu blurs and overlays the game
screen so that they players can easily identify that the game is paused. At the top corner of the
Pause Menu the game title D.I.B.S. is displayed. Below the title, much like on the Main Menu
seen in Figure 11.0a, 4 interactable buttons are displayed for the current player to choose from.
In the center of the screen the game informs the players who paused the game and that the
game is indeed paused with the large bright yellow text. Both the “Paused” text and player
name are non interactable elements.
When a player pauses the game and the pause menu, F
 igure 11.2a appears, only that
player may work the pause menu. However if an important change is made in the Options
menu, or the player wishes to Exit or Restart the game both players must confirm the action via
the confirmation panel seen in F
 igure 11.1a.
The Resume button, when selected brings up the confirmation panel seen in F
 igure
11.1a. This way the game assures that both players are prepared to jump back into the action
before proceeding.
The Restart Button can be used to restart the entire game from the very beginning. This
option also makes use of the Confirmation Panel, Figure 10.1a, to insure both players agree on
the restart. This option is intended for Arcade Mode players who lose their multiplier and want a
quick restart.
The Options button in the pause menu is identical to the one found in the Main Menu
and contains all the same options, see Figure 11.0b.
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11.3 - Score Screen Menu

Leaderboards

Figure 11.3a

The leaderboard menu, seen in F
 igure 11.3a, is one of the most complicated menus in
D.I.B.S. It contains all the necessary information in order for players to check the highest scores
achieved in the game, as well as check their personal place on the boards.
The “Top 10” button in the top right hand corner of F
 igure 11.3a can be clicked to bring
up the top ten best scores of all time on the leaderboard. The “Search” button the the left
corresponds to the text field to the right of it. If a player enters their name, all the teams they
have been on will be display from highest to lowest score starting at the top. If the player enters
the names of both team members, the scroll bar will jump directly to that team's place on the
leaderboard. This will allows teams to see who is above them and all the information required
to pass them. When a team plays multiple times, only their highest achieved score is saved to
the leaderboard, all others will be overwritten.
The large blue panel in the center shows all the relevant score information for the
selected criteria. From right to left the column headings are: Rank, Team members, Player 1
score, Player 2 score, The Combined Score of both players, and the “X” column which displays
the highest multiplier achieved by the corresponding team. Each team is displayed across each
of these columns in a row, with up to 10 teams being visible at a given time on the screen
without scrolling.
To the far right a slim yellow slider bar can be seen in F
 igure 11.3a. This slider allows
players to scroll up and down the leaderboard, revealing more rows downward from the highest
to the lowest scoring teams.
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12 - Character Biographies
12.0 - Chris

Chris

Figure 12.0a

Strong, confident, headstrong. As a tough, skilled soldier, she is in charge of the ship’s
weaponry taking every problem head on. Shooting first and asking questions later is her
specialty, and she is ready to kick butt. Her job as a soldier is to protect her Scientific partner
Columbus on the mission. Her loud and proud personality and cheesy puns clash with
Columbus, causing lots of arguments.
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12.1 - Columbus

Columbus

Figure 12.1a

Smart and crazy, Columbus is the brains of the team, strategizing every move. His
unstable, curious mind is constantly hypothesizing and researching everything he gets his
hands on. He feels superior to his teammate, yet knows that he needs her. His role on the
mission is to scout the planet and place the beacon in order for the invasion fleet to claim the
planet. His humor and logic is more science driven, Chris’ jokes seem distasteful and her
attitude annoying.
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13 - Script
13.0 - Intro

Igneous Prime Flyover

Figure 13.0a

Fig 13.0a: *Ship is flying towards planet, entering its atmosphere*
Chris: “I can’t believe the DRD sent me on this boring mission to the outer rim, and with some
NERD too.”
Columbus: “I am not a nerd, I am a scientist, and this mission is rather important. The
Democratic Republic of Democracy needs us to plant the beacon. It’s the only way to see if this
planet can be colonized.”
Chris: “Scientist is just a fancy way of saying nerd, and this mission is ridiculous. I say the fleet
should just fly in and take over!”
*Ship begins to land*
Columbus: “As ‘efficient’ as that may seem, that would be a waste of time and money if the
planet turns out to be uninhabitable or possesses no valuable resources.”
Chris: “FINE, let’s just plant this dumb beacon and get outta here then, I’m itchin for some REAL
action!”
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Boss Scene

Figure 13.0b

*Plants the flag - Ground shakes and giant rock monster emerges with the beacon in its head*
Chris: “MOTHER OF--”
Columbus: “This will certainly complicate things...”
*Rock monster smashes the ground, causing the ship to fall into a pit*
Columbus: “Looks like you’ve got your action after all…”
GAME BEGINS
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13.1 - Ingame Quotes
Situation

Line

Falling into the
cave

Chris: “Looks like we’ve hit ROCK bottom”
Columbus: “Now is not the time for jokes, we need to get the beacon
back!”

Tutorial

Chris: “Wow, these crystals are so cool!”
Columbus: “Technically, crystals are clear natural forming minerals such
as quartz, whereas these are more like gemstones due to their color
and—”
Chris: “NO, they are crystals, STOP being such a NERD!”
Columbus: “Fine, they're ‘crystals’, have it your way…”

Tutorial:
Enemy wave
appears

Columbus: “We have company!”
Chris: “LET’S ROCK AND ROLL!”

Transition 1

Columbus: “Looks like the crystals can’t be broken, let's focus on the
rocks.”
Chris: “Feels like we're caught between a rock and a hard place.”
Columbus: “The only hard place here is your thick skull.”

Stage 1: When
turtles show up

Chris: “Wow these turtle things are pretty slow.”
Columbus: “At least it gives us time to figure out how to deal with them.”

Stage 1: Vainly
shooting the
turtle

Chris: “None of my weapons are working!”
Columbus: “Let's try hitting it when its up!”
Chris: “YAH! Then I can open fire while it’s down!”

Stage 1 :Boss
throws crystals
or smashes

Chris: “Heads up!”
Columbus: “Look out!”
(Alternate between these)

Stage 1: Boss
uses shield

Columbus: “This crystal wall seems to make an invulnerable shield, we
can’t attack him yet”

Stage 1: Boss
defeated and
runs away

Chris: “GET BACK HERE! I’m not done killing you yet!”

Transition 2

Columbus: “Use the laser cutter to slice up these vines!”
Columbus: “Trees?! Kill them with fire!”
Chris: “FEEL THE BURN!!!!!”
Columbus: “Too bad I haven’t BOTANY weed killer.”

Stage 2: More

Chris: “We need to get a gardener down here ASAP!”
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Vines

Columbus: “I’m sure a photographer could get some better photo
synthesis than a gardener.”
Chris: “You really need to work on your humour.”
Columbus: “How hypocritical.”

Stage 2: When
Trees Attack

Columbus: “The trees are capable of manipulating the vines? How
interesting, I’d love to study such odd deciduous plantae...”
Chris: “You can study them after I turn them into a lumber yah NERD, I’m
burning these suckers down!”

Stage 2: Ship
is trapped in
vines

Columbus: “Use the laser cutter to slice up these vines!”

Stage 2: Boss
goes
underground

Columbus: “The creature appears to be able to somehow merge with the
earth itself” (First time)
Columbus: “He has submerged again!” (additional times)

Stage 2: Boss
appears from
underground

Chris: “There he is! Let’s wreck him!”

Stage 2: Boss
throws boulder

Columbus: “If i can time this right i can repel it!”

Stage 2: Boss
is stunned

Chris: “STRRRRRRRRRRIKE!!”
Columbus: “A perfect shot!”

Stage 2: Boss
is defeated and
runs

Chris:”YOU COWARD!!!!”

Transition 3

Columbus: “Maybe we can freeze the lava.”
Chris: “I LAVA good volcano pun!”
Columbus: “You can’t force a volcano pun, it should just flow.”
Chris: “…”
Chris: “Come on, man…”

Stage 3: Lava
Enemy
Appears

Columbus: “Amazing! Lava that has taken on living form! I’ll call it Lavicus
Magnanimus!”
Chris: “LOOK AT THAT HOT TAMALE!!”
Columbus: “I suppose that could be its alternative name…”

Stage 3:
Attacking Lava
Enemy

Columbus: “Perhaps we can freeze them, then break them apart.”

Stage 3: Boss

Columbus: “The bat is going to crush us!”
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Slams

Chris: “Oh yah?! Just try it!”

Stage 3: Boss
swings bat and
pushes vehicle

Chris:”AAHHHHHHHHH!!!”
Columbus:”OH NO!”

Stage 3: Boss
is dead

Chris: “ROLL THE CREDITS!”
*Outro starts*

13.2 - Outro
*Boss dies* *Dying noises*
Chris: “HAHAHAA YEAH! HOORAH!”
Columbus: “Finally the monster is fallen, now lets complete our mission”
Chris: “Aw, but I was having fun!”
Columbus: “You didn’t want to go on this mission in the first place!”
Chris: “That was before we got to blow up stuff!”
Columbus: “Yes, of course, what a ‘wonderful’ time...”
*Flag is PROPERLY planted*
Columbus: “Alright then, shall we get going?”
Chris: “If it means getting out of this ship then yes, I need to use the washroom.”
Columbus: “This thing has a built in toilet you know.”
Chris: “Please don’t tell me someone else used this thing before us…”
(possibly “explains the smell”, or “I need my privacy”)
*Ship leaves planet*
GAME ENDS
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14 - Platforms / Target / Technical
14.0 - Target Hardware
We are targeting the PC platform exclusively. Mid-range systems should be able to run
the game at a solid, playable framerate.

14.1 - Development Hardware & Software
We will be using the PCs in the Niagara College Game Development labs, and personal
computers at group members’ homes, for the production of D.I.B.S.
As for software, Visual Studio 2015 will be the primary IDE for engineers, while artists
will utilise Autodesk 3DS Max, Photoshop, and Illustrator (or comparable programs). If it can be
acquired, either Substance Designer or Quixel Suite may supplement texture work.

14.2 - Game Engine
Unity 3D is our engine of choice, version 5.4 to start. If it is determined a newer version
offers features that the engineers or artists can take advantage of, we will discuss upgrading the
version of Unity.

14.3 - Network
To start, we will not have online capabilities. Leaderboards will be kept local and
multiplayer gameplay will be done with two players in a “couch co-op” setting.
We might later like to experiment with online network capabilities but it is very low priority
for now. If, when we’re mostly through the project, we feel that we’d like to play the game
together online we can look into implementing a simple online co-op implementation using
Unity’s built-in multiplayer service off of the analytics site.

14.4 - Scripting Language
We will be using C# exclusively, with a mixture of Unity’s built-in Monodevelop functions,
JSON serialization, and anything else deemed necessary.
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15 - Appendices - Asset List
15.0 - Character Models
Asset Name

Use in-game

Priority Description Notes

Prop_ShipFlightBody_01

Main Player Character

1

See GDD for look-alike

Prop_ShipFlightTurret_01

Main Player Character

1

Dislocated from body so it can spin

Prop_ShipTankBody_01

Main Player Character

1

See GDD for look-alike

Prop_ShipTankTurret_01

Main Player Character

1

Dislocated from body so it can spin

Prop_Boss_01

Main Boss Character

1

See GDD for look-alike

Prop_HordeEnemy_01

Enemy Character

1

See GDD for look-alike

Prop_RockThrower_01

Enemy Character

1

See GDD for look-alike

Prop_CrystalTurtle_01

Enemy Character

1

See GDD for look-alike

Prop_LivingTree_01

Enemy Character

1

See GDD for look-alike

Prop_LavaMonster_01

Enemy Character

1

See GDD for look-alike

Character Model Asset Table

Figure 15.0a

15.1 - Weapon Models
Asset Name

Use in-game

Priority Description Notes

Prop_GatlingGun_01

Attached to ship

1

dual wielding

Prop_MissileLauncher_01

Attached to ship

1

a box of firecrackers, one at a time

Prop_Snowpiercer_01

Attached to ship

1

like a railgun on a battleship

Prop_Cremator_01

Attached to ship

1

like a flamethrower

Prop_TreeVineTip_01

What LivingTrees shoot

1

destroyed when hit ship

Prop_TreeVineBody_01

The long stretchy part of
vines

1

used in transition to stage 2 too

Prop_TreeVineWrap_01

Appears under ship as
wrapped

1

animated to wrap around ship from
below

Prop_CrystalJavelin_01

Boss stage 1 weapon

1

thrown by boss

Prop_BowlingBall_01

Boss stage 2 weapon

1

rolled by boss, bowling ball-esque
rock

Prop_StoneBat_01

Boss stage 3 weapon

1

swung by boss, rock baseball bat.
lava hints

Rock Thrower enemy
Prop_BoulderThrowable_01 boulder

1

Thrown by rock thrower enemy at
player

Weapon Model Asset Table

Figure 15.1a
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15.2 - Map Scenery Models
Asset Name

Use in-game

Priority Description Notes

Prop_RockSmall_01

All over game

1

low poly

Prop_RockMedium_01

All over game

2

low poly

Prop_RockLarge_01

All over game

2

low poly

Prop_CrystalSmall_01

Stage 1 unbreakables

1

glassy surface, straight, big

Prop_CrystalLarge_01

Stage 1 unbreakables

2

glassy surface, straight, big

Prop_BGTree_01

Background tree in stage 2

1

not eye popping, just filler basically

Prop_TreeVineLarge_01

Stage 2 unbreakable

1

really thick, spiraling smaller vines

Prop_CaveEntrance_01

Merges into transitions

2

like age of mythology's caves maybe

Prop_IncanaGlowPlant_0
1

All over game

1

low poly

Prop_EverGlowPlant_01

All over game

1

low poly

Prop_LampsiPlant_01

All over game

1

low poly

Prop_DeciduousPlant_01

Stage 2/Transition stage

1

not eye popping, just filler basically

Map Scenery Asset Table

Figure 15.2a

15.3 - Map Scenery Textures
Priorit
y
Description Notes

Asset Name

Use in-game

GroundRock

All over the ground in the game 1

Already exists

GroundCrystal

Stage 1

2

Around the base of crystals

GroundLeaves

Stage 2

3

Around the base of trees

GroundLava

Stage 3

1

Slowly scrolling

DarkPit

Blend into this in death pits

1

Solid black, not like it's hard to make

Map Scenery Textures Table

Figure 15.3a
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15.4 - UI Models
Asset Name

Use in-game

Priority Description Notes

UI_XboxControllerIcon

Shown in menus during setup 2

Might need to credit them unless
microsoft

UI_ButtonBackround

Behind every menu button

1

Can be color tinted to any sort in
Unity

UI_DIBSLogo

Game logo

1

The cool game

UI_PCGLogo

Our company logo

1

The cool guys

UI_MenuBackground

The menu background texture 1

Igneous Prime in the back, stars,
space

UI_PipeConnector

Connecting UI elements
together

1

Metal, like attached to ship

UI_PipeLength

Connecting UI elements
together

1

Metal, like attached to ship

UI_ChrisPortrait

On dialog boxes

2

See Section 14.0

UI_ColumbusPortrait

On dialog boxes

2

See Section 14.1

HUD_GatlingIcon

For weapon wheel

4

Colored to weapon element, might
not need

HUD_MissilesIcon

For weapon wheel

1

Colored to weapon element

HUD_SnowpiercerIcon

For weapon wheel

1

Colored to weapon element

HUD_CrematorIcon

For weapon wheel

1

Colored to weapon element

HUD_CooldownIcon

For each weapon cooldown

1

Just a circle, but we color it, is around
wep

HUD_HealthbarBack

The border and black behind

1

See Section 10

HUD_HealthbarBlip

The green health blips

1

See Section 10

HUD_NRGBack

The border and black behind

1

See Section 10

HUD_NRGFullness

The red fullness amount of
NRG

1

See Section 10

HUD_RadarBack

The gray and blue backing

1

See Section 10

HUD_ScoreBack

The gray and blue backing

1

See Section 10

HUD_DialogBack

The gray and blue backing

1

See Section 10

UI Model Table

Figure 15.4a
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15.5 - Particles
Asset Name

Use in-game

Priority Description Notes

WEPFX_GatlingShoot

Burst at end of gun

1

Styled to gatling gun

WEPFX_GatlingProjectile

The projectile for the
gatling gun

1

Like in tank screenshot mockup see
section 1.2

WEPFX_MissileShoot

Burst at end of gun

3

Styled to missile launcher

WEPFX_MissileTrail

Smoke & light behind
missile

1

Shaking between 80-100%
luminosity

WEPFX_MissileExplosion

Explosion from missile
detonating

1

As small as the missile hitbox is prob

WEPFX_SnowpiercerShoot

Burst at end of gun

3

Styled to snowpiercer

WEPFX_SnowpiercerTrail

The laser-like
snowpiercer shot

1

Like the railgun from quake

WEPFX_CrematorShoot

Burst at end of gun

3

Styled to cremator

WEPFX_CrematorInAir

The flames going
through the air

1

Look at tf2 pyro flames, spin in air
upwards

MOBFX_MobFootstep

An enemy NPC took a
step

3

Some randomness to it

MOBFX_MobDamaged

An enemy NPC took
damage

4

Rock crumbling / dust; instead blink
red?

MOBFX_PlantLeaves

Trailing behind the start
projectile

3

Leaves falling to the ground, fade out
quick

MOBFX_BossDamaged

Boss took damage

2

Rock crumbling / dust & blink red?

MOBFX_BoulderRoll

Boss's boulder rolling on
ground
2

Angled rock & dust shooting into air
a little

MOBFX_CrystalShimmer

Crystal sparkles

3

Like something fancy in cartoons

MOBFX_CrystalTrail

The trail behind a shot
crystal

2

Small lingering trail, maybe some
dust

MOBFX_CrystalBroke

When a crystal shatters
on impact

1

Break into pieces from shape of
hitbox

FX_PlayerDustStop

Player was moving but
stopped

2

Like a helicopter landing shaking
dust

FX_PlayerThrusters

Player's thruster effects

1

Cool blue pulsing

FX_RockHitGround

A rock hit the ground

2

Dust, quick to go away prob

FX_RockHitGroundLarge

Boss related stuff

2

Large dust, lingers longer

FX_LavaBubbles

Bubbling lava surface

3

Like a geyser bubbling surface, slow
tho
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FX_LavaSplash

Something fell into lava

1

Like a water splash but with lava...

FX_LavaSplashLarge

Large version for large
monsters

1

Like a water splash but with lava...

FX_LavaHeatwaves

Heat effect above lava
pools

3

Could try refraction if it doesn't eat all
your fps

FX_SpaceDust

Misc. dust effect for
levels

3

Either swaying / lingering or like dust
storm

FX_SpaceStars

For behind the menus

3

Like that windows screensaver

Particle Table

Figure 15.5a

15.6 - Fonts
Asset Name

Use in-game

Priority Description Notes

Orbitron

Main menu text

1

FontsTable

copyright free with OPEN SIL license

Figure 15.6a
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16 - Appendices - Sound Assets
16.0 - Ship Sounds
Sound Title

Use in-game

Priority Description Notes

Ship_GasFly

As the ship flys around

1

Idling, increase pitch as ship velocity
increases, gassy like a mustang

Ship_WingsTurn

When the ship turns

2

Air slicing

Ship_BoundarySmash

When the ship hits a map
obstacle

2

Bash metal quick

Ship_TakeDamage

When the ship takes
damage, any damage

1

More powerful ^

Ship_Boost

When the ship does its
boost barrel roll move

1

Like going through a loopdeloop, rolling
in a circle, up and then down

Ship_Death

When the ship explodes

1

Explosion

1

3 beeps: Beep Beep Beep, Booooooo.
like a race intro sound

Ship_SpawnIn

When the ship respawns

Ship Sound Table

Figure 16.0a

16.1 - Weapon Sounds
Sound Title

Use in-game

Priority

Description Notes

Wep_MeleePiston

Should be very similar to
drill but a bit different

1

Quick, iterative like a multi-layered
piston is irl

Wep_MeleeDrill

Should be very similar to
piston but a bit different

2

VVVVVVV sound like a drill quick on top
of the reg melee sound

Wep_MissileShoot

Initial shoot sound of the
missile leaving the ship

1

FOOOOFFFF launch out of ship

Wep_MissileImpact

Missile explosion hitting the
ground or an enemy
1

Small explosion on ground / enemy

Wep_FlameShoot

Shoot sound of the fire
weapon

1

Flame shooting, like a flame thrower
igniting

Wep_IceShoot

Shoot sound of the
Snowpiercer

1

Ice wall breaking

Weapon Sound Table

Figure 16.1a
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16.2 - Enemy Sounds
Sound Title

Use in-game

Priority Description Notes

Mob_HordeAttack

Horde monster attack noise

1

High pitched bite

Mob_HordeDamaged

Horde monster damaged

1

High pitched hurt

Mob_HordeDeath

Horde monster defeated

3

High pitched dead

Mob_ThrowerAttack

Thrower monster slinging a
rock

1

Lower pitched grunt

Mob_ThrowerAttackLan Medium rock hitting the
d
ground from a thrower

3

Rock smashing into hard ground, soil,
dirt

Mob_ThrowerDamaged Thrower monster damaged

1

Lower pitched hurt

Mob_ThrowerDeath

Thrower monster defeated

3

Lower pitched dead

Mob_TurtleAttack

Turtle monster attack noise

2

Gross noise bite

Mob_TurtleDamaged

Turtle monster damaged,
same as death noise

2

Gross noise hurt

Mob_TreeAttack

Tree monster attack noise

2

Old noise swing and lurch, leaves in
back

Mob_TreeDamaged

Tree monster damaged,
same as death noise

2

Old noise hurt

2

Large, big, scary, liquidy, fwoosh and
splash

Mob_LavaMonsterDam Lava monster damaged,
aged
same as death noise

2

Large, big, scary, liquidy, high pitched
scream

Mob_VinesShoot

Vines attack noise

2

Quick, slithery, snap

Mob_VinesDamaged

Vines damaged, same as
death noise

2

Quick, slithery, burning

Mob_Appear

When enemies appear from
the ground

3

Rock breaking quickly, kinda loud

Mob_LavaMonsterAttac
k
Lava monster attack noise

Enemy Sound Table

Figure 16.2a

16.3 - Boss Sounds
Sound Title

Use in-game

Priority Description Notes

Boss_ThrowObject

When the boss throws a
crystal / rock

1

Boss_Shield

When the boss shields itself in
crystal
1

Glass scraping quickly, straight

Boss_Damaged

When the boss takes damage

Quick, kinda loud

1

Hurl far
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Boss_DefeatedStage

Played when the boss loses at
stage 1 and 2
2

Angry but defeatedly

Boss_DefeatedFinale

Played when the boss loses
stage 3

2

Withering away

Boss_RoundWon

Played when he kills the
player

1

Laughing monster

Boss Sound Table

Figure 16.3a

16.4 - In Game UI Sounds
Sound Title

Use in-game

Priority Description Notes

UI_ScoreAdded

Score gained noise

1

arcade-like

UI_ScoreMultReset

Score multiplier reset noise

1

arcade-like

In Game UI Sound Table

Figure 16.4a

16.5 - Menu UI Sounds
Sound Title

Use in-game

Priorit
y
Description Notes

UI_ButtonClickGeneric

Other button clicks

1

Repeatable

UI_ButtonClickSpecial

Play button

1

Loading a world, fade in

UI_ButtonClickBack

Back buttons

1

Repeatable

Menu UI Sound Table

Figure 16.5a

16.6 - Music
Sound Title

Use in-game

Music_Menu

Main menu background music 4

Arcadey, speedy

Music_Linear

Linear areas between
transition and boss battles

3

Rumbling, rolling, pumping

Music_Lair

Boss battle music

2

Scary transition into rock

Music_Transition

Background of transition
stages

3

Simple, pumping

Music Table

Priority Description Notes

Figure 16.6a
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17 - Appendices - Concept Art
17.0 - Character Art

Chris

Figure 17.0a

Columbus

Figure 17.0b
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17.1 - D.A.T.S.T.T.P

Tank Mode

Flight Mode

Figure 17.1a

Figure 17.1b
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17.2 - Thumper Art

Thumper

Thumper Attacks

Figure 17.2a

Figure 17.2b
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17.3 - Minion Art

Minion Height Chart

Figure 17.3a

Throwers and Hordies

Figure 17.3b
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17.4 - Environment Art

Igneous Prime

Igneous Flora

Figure 17.4a

Figure 17.4b
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17.5 - Mockups

Tank Mode Mockup

Flight Mode Mockup

Figure 17.5a

Figure 17.5b
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Igneous Flyover

Figure 17.5c

Main Menu

Figure 17.5d
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18 - References
Metal Textures for the DATSTTP procured royalty free from:
http://webtreats.mysitemyway.com/8-tileable-metal-textures/
All images of the DATSTTP
Textures for all other 3D models are procured royalty free from:
http://www.textures.com/
All non ship 3D models
Human face reference for character concept art procured royalty free from:
http://likedhairstyles.com
See Figures 12.0a, 12.1a, 17.0a, 17.0b.. Images were used for Figure reference while drawing
the concept images and do not appear anywhere in the document
Controller Images for layouts procured royalty free from:
http://www.clipartkid.com/description-xbox-controller-svg-OpQ7Lf-clipart/
See figures 4.1a & 4.2a
Alternate Controller image for Menu Panel procured royalty free from:
http://www.spyparty.com/2010/08/30/have-an-alpha-masked-xbox-360-controller-on-me/
See figure 11.0b
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